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About Us
Xcell Industries is an emerging brand name in the domain of Polypropylene (PP) Straps,
widely used as packaging straps for packaging solutions. Within few years of establishment,
the company has steadily increased it's footprints in both, domestic and international
markets. Based in Ahmedabad, Gujarat (India), the company has become a reliable
Manufacturer, Supplier & Exporter of extruded plastic products.

Considering the high demand from several industries, we manufacture virgin, natural and
colored, plain and printed box straps for clients mostly in Gujarat, Andhra Pradesh, Tamil
Nadu, Madhya Pradesh, Maharastra and Rajasthan. The company is specialized in creating
manual, semi automatic and fully automatic PP box strapping rolls of size ranging from 8
mm to 19 mm and thickness ranging from 0.4 to 0.7 mm.

Our Team
All the employees working at Xcell Industries are dedicated and determined to serve the
clients. All these employees work in dedicated departments and are referred according to
their designations. Our designers, engineers and technicians are trained to perform the
production process and utilize the latest technology. The sales and marketing executives
promote the products and generate leads. These personnel also maintain cordial
relationship with clients, right from the start of order until it is delivered to them.

Infrastructural Set-Up
In our production plant in Ahmedabad, our production personnel manufactures PP strap
using a belt-like material. This material which is extruded from a die is stretched lengthwise
at speciﬁc volume ratio. These straps generated by following further steps, are highly rigid,
have ﬂexible surface and high strength. These straps are then packaged in different roll
sizes. These rolls are individually packaged and then into cartons. All these cartons are
palletized and shipped to destination.

Our Products

Multicore Round Flexible Cable

Armoured Cable

Copper Armoured Cable

Aluminum Armoured Cable

Printed Strapping Rolls

Box Straps

PP Strapping Band

Hand Strapping Roll

Heat Sealing Strap

Packaging Strapping Roll

Polyester Strapping Roll

PP Strap Roll

Virgin Box Straps

Colour Strapping Roll

Colored Box Strapping Roll

Packing Quality

PP Box Strap Roll

Polypropylene Strapping Roll
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